
Browning Trail Cameras - PATRIOT

The PATRIOT is the newest addition to our dual lens family of trail cameras, featuring military grade invisible black flash infrared 
illumination technologies. The PATRIOT trail camera has 2 built in camera sensors and lens arrays. The sensor and lens combination for 
daytime photography is finely tuned to deliver clear, razor sharp images and videos in the field during the daytime.  The military grade 
night vision sensor and lens system deliver nighttime photos and videos using invisible black flash infrared illumination.  The PATRIOT 
also features a 2 inch color view screen, adjustable night illumination options and shoots 1080p Full HD videos at up to 60 frames per 
second.  If you are looking for our most feature rich camera that operates completely undetectable, day or night, look no further than 
the Browning PATRIOT series camera.

Model Number: BTC‐PATRIOT-FHD

Camera Features:

24MP
Dual Camera Lens Technology
2” Color View Screen
35m+ Black Flash Illumination Range at Night
90 ft. IR Detection Range
Adjustable Flash Range (power save, long range)
1920x1080 Full HD Videos with Sound @ 60 fps (5 sec.- 2 min. length)
0.15 second Trigger Speed
0.35 Second Picture Recovery Time
Illuma-Smart Technology Automatically adjusts IR Flash for Perfect Night Photos
All-Steel Tree Mounting Bracket
SD card management
Long battery life from 8 AA batteries (not included)
Up to 8 multi Shot images
Up to 8 Rapid Fire images
Smart IR video
Selectable Start / Stop Image Timer
Programmable picture delay (1 sec.–60 min.)
Multilingual Programming Menu
12 volt external power jack
Support up to 512GB SDXC memo-ry card (not included)
¼” -20 tripod socket
Picture info bar displays: time, date, temperature, moon phase, baro-metric pressure, camera ID

 Compact case size 5” x 3.75” x 2.5”
Timelapse Plus camera mode with IR triggered images
Compatible with Browning Buck Watch Timelapse viewer software
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